Szerelmey is a leading specialist in the design, supply and installation
of faience and terracotta.
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INTRODUCTION
FAIENCE – GLAZED TERRACOTTA
Faience is the name given to glazed terracotta,
and terracotta is fired clay – the word comes
from the Italian terra cotta meaning ‘baked earth’
(from the Latin terra cocta). It is a material that
has been in use for centuries in one form or
another and was particularly popular in Victorian
times. The Victorians recognized its versatility,
ease of cleaning in smog ridden London and
low maintenance, in addition to the creative
possibilities the material offered. The number
of Victorian buildings incorporating faience
that still exist are a testament to the material’s
longevity and integrity. Faience can be produced
in virtually any colour, finish and shape making it
one of the most versatile and interesting building
materials around. It offers limitless freedom
of expression.
Today, faience is the material of choice for the
discerning architect and client, for those wishing
to create landmark buildings of the future, to
shape architectural history.

VERSATILE SUSTAINABLE
DURABLE LOW MAINTENANCE
EASY TO CLEAN EASY TO RESTORE
ANY COLOUR ANY SHAPE

BOLD BEAUTIFUL BESPOKE
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DESIGN
FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION
We work closely with our trusted suppliers to
make architects’ designs a reality. Our goal is
to find workable solutions in terms of production
and installation, transforming designs on paper
to statement buildings.
The production of faience is not straightforward.
Clay is, by its nature, a responsive material.
It undergoes shrinkage and warping during
drying and firing due to its water content, which
varies according to the mix and type of clay. As
faience and terracotta specialists, and working
with specialist producers, we can help the client
understand how faience is produced and how
to achieve the desired end result including the
specialist installation.
Our Design and Technology team can also
advise on the backing structure and build up,
and thermal engineering in relation to the
custom fixing systems. They produce full sets
of drawings of the fixings and perform all
necessary technical detailing and calculations
using the latest software including Autodesk
Revit and Autodesk Inventor.
Consultation in the early stages of a design
is essential for maximum cost efficiency and
to streamline the ongoing process.

BOLD BEAUTIFUL BESPOKE
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PRODUCTION
SHAPING BUILDINGS OF THE FUTURE
There are several forming methods

Szerelmey has excellent relationships

used in the production of faience: hand

with all our suppliers and we visit their

pressing, ram pressing and slip casting

facilities frequently. Familiarity with

which can be loosely grouped under

the production process is important

hand production, or extrusion.

in understanding the product and its

The most obvious difference between

variables. We will customarily take the

these is visual, with extruded faience

client to visit one of our suppliers early

being very uniform and machine made

in the development of a project to

in appearance; it is a mass produced

see how the factory works, particularly

product. In contrast, hand pressed, ram
pressed and slip cast faience is more
artisan in appearance and has greater

the glazing process, laboratories and
colour potentials.

scope in terms of the achievable unit

Once a project is in production, our team

shapes, colours and finishes.

works in conjunction with the supplier
to undertake consistent monitoring and

In all cases there is normally a
considerable lead in time for production,

quality control. Every faience element is

which will vary depending on the

checked, numbered and labelled in the

complexity of the elements, the number

order they will be fixed. Often the pieces

to be manufactured and the ongoing

are dry laid before fixing to allow the

workloads of the suppliers.

client a final decision on placement.

BOLD BEAUTIFUL BESPOKE
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HAND PRODUCTION
CONCEPT AND DESIGN
Different suppliers will vary slightly in

them the opportunity to view the colour

their production methods, but will have

laboratory and discuss their bespoke

the same general processes involved.

colour and finish options.

The process begins with an initial
consultation between Szerelmey and
the architect/client to discuss the
concept, design, colours and textures.
We will advise on feasibility, offer
workable solutions to design issues,
advise on structure build up if necessary

Our Design and Technology Department
will produce scale drawings and begin
designing the installation methods
and fixings using AutoCad, Revit and
Inventor software, which includes
static analysis simulation and facilitates

and consult with our suppliers. At this

the team making calculations for

stage we would normally take the client

presentation. In the early stages of a

to visit one of our suppliers. Not only

project the supplier will typically

does this help the client to understand

begin producing sample elements to

the production process but it also gives

fine tune the colour/glaze and shapes.

BOLD BEAUTIFUL BESPOKE
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MODEL AND MOULD MAKING
Our suppliers generally create models using CAD software – these are CNC produced in
polystyrene or plaster, from which a reverse plaster mould is created in the traditional way.
The moulds are air dried in special temperature and humidity rooms. The CNC method
is an extremely quick and efficient way of producing the model and the polystyrene is
100% recyclable. Whilst most shapes can be formed using the CAD software, some are
too complex for this method. In which case the model is created by hand, by highly skilled
craftsmen; once the model piece has been created the mould will be produced in the
traditional way.

CLAY CASTING
There are three main types of clay casting:
Hand Pressed – the clay is pressed into the mould by hand, which can be time consuming
but very accurate. This is typically used for highly detailed elements.
Ram Pressed – in this method a clay slug is placed onto a two part plaster die and
hydraulically pressed into the form. This forming method was originally used in the
porcelain industry, and does not produce as sculptural or detailed pieces as those
achievable through hand pressing.
Slip Cast - a liquid slip (clay) is poured into preconditioned moulds to a tightly controlled
thickness. When the clay is partially dry the piece is removed from the mould and finished
by hand. This method offers consistent performance specifications and wall thickness
and strength, and is a reliable method of casting. This method is typically used for less
intricate elements.

HAND FINISHING
Before the clay dries completely, it is removed from the mould and finished by hand,
by craftsmen using traditional methods and tools. Finished pieces are allowed to air
dry naturally at room temperature for between 2-21 days depending on their size and
complexity. Next they are transferred to fully automated, humidity-controlled drying
rooms to ensure that all moisture has been removed.
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GLAZING AND THE
COLOUR LABORATORY
Szerelmey’s specialist suppliers have

“looking through” the glaze which gives

their own colour laboratories where

the colour depth.

unique colours and finishes are
developed. Developing the exact colour
and finish can be a long process and
generally starts at the beginning of the
project, before the elements have even

If an engobe is applied to the body of
the clay first, the glaze applied on top
will be more opaque – this gives rise to
a denser, flatter colour finish.

been created. Szerelmey’s suppliers

Another way of achieving opacity is to

produce custom colours for every client,

add an elemental material to the glaze,

developing a chemical formula for each

such as zircon or tin. These will produce

colour. This ensures that the colours

a more “solid” colour.

retain consistency across the project.

The glazes are carefully applied by

Colour is applied in the form of an

hand, by highly skilled craftsmen.

engobe (a thin opaque clay slip) and/or

Colour, complicated patterns and

a single layer or multiple layers of glaze.

texture can also be achieved through

Multiple layers of glaze may be applied
to deepen the colour or to achieve
certain effects such as mottling or
feathering. Typically, multiple glaze
layers are applied and fired once.
The different compounds in the glazes
react with each other and to the heat
of firing to achieve the different colours
and effects.

the use of heat-applied transfers to the
faience, or through different methods
of applying the glaze (see above). In
addition, our suppliers can produce
a range of finishes from high gloss to
matte black.
Hand glazing will not necessarily
achieve a completely uniform colour
across the piece. On shaped pieces the
glaze will run off high points leaving a

Other methods of application such

slightly paler line. The effect is artisan,

as brushing, ragging, rolling and the

bespoke and bears the mark of artistic

traditional spraying can be used to

craftsmanship. Clients wishing to

achieve different finishes. Standard

achieve a completely flat and regular

glazes are transparent. This means that

colour distribution should use an

with multiple layers, there is the effect of

extruded faience product.
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TWICE FIRING GLAZES
Clay has to be fired at a certain temperature (normally around 1200˚C) to achieve its
strength and specifications. However, some glazes, such as those with a very low lead
content have to be fired at a lower temperature than this to achieve their optimum colour
and performance. In these cases, a twice firing process needs to happen; there are some
cost implications in twice firing.
First the clay body is fired at normal temperature (around 1200˚C) to achieve its correct
specifications, then the glaze is applied and the element undergoes a second firing at a
lower temperature to fix the glaze.
Some metallic glazes, such as gold for example, might need to be fired twice for the above
reasons, although there are other metallic glazes than can be achieved in a single firing.
It all depends on the glaze and the colour.
The oxblood red faience tiles seen on the London underground stations are the result of
twice firing.

COLOURING CLAY
Certain colours can be achieved through adding minerals, stains and different combinations
of clay to the clay mix instead of through glazing. This method is often used to create the
“brick red” or “traditional terracotta” colours that are occasionally seen, and results in a
“through-body” colour meaning the colour is consistent throughout the clay. In addition,
clays will differ in colour depending on where they are quarried; some clays are very light
buff in colour, whilst others are a darker colour naturally.

BOLD BEAUTIFUL BESPOKE
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KILN FIRING
After glazing, the pieces are fired in state-ofthe-art computer controlled kilns. Firing times
might vary, but are generally about 30 hours
at temperatures of around 1200˚C to meet the
performance criteria for BS and ASTM. The size,
shape and configuration of kilns will vary from
supplier to supplier and may affect the size and
shape of pieces they can facilitate. Normally
hand produced faience elements are loaded
onto static racks and fired. Some extrusion
facilities use tunnel kilns – in this case the
faience elements pass slowly through the kiln,
which is at its hottest in the centre. Tunnel kilns
will normally have a relatively low maximum
height for the faience unit, whereas static kilns
can be much more flexible. We have close and
trusted relationships with all our suppliers and
can advise on the one most suited to each
individual project.

QUALITY CONTROL
AND DRY LAYING
Each piece is individually numbered and checked
for quality and consistency before being dry
laid in the sections in which they will appear on
the façade for the client to check. At this point
the client can decide if they want to make any
adjustments to the positioning before they are
fixed into place.

BOLD BEAUTIFUL BESPOKE
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FIXING AND INSTALLING
The Szerelmey Design Team become involved early in a project and can provide
invaluable advice in the initial stages of a project.
The team can help with issues such as thermal engineering and testing in relation to the
fixings and backing structure and will look at the construction as a whole.
The team will work with the client to reach workable solutions for every design.
Szerelmey’s specialist team custom design all the fixings and installation methods for the
external and internal faience cladding to accommodate virtually any design.
Our specialists can enable faience installation to an existing building in most instances,
or to a new structure.
Each faience unit is fixed with a minimum of four stainless steel, custom designed fixings
in accordance with the job requirements, which could call for either fully load bearing or
individually supporting systems.
Typically, though not always, the team will drill dowels (6mm) and attach fixings on site.
This allows our installers to minutely adjust every element to ensure precision and
optimum installation.
Faience can be installed as either fully grouted or as an open jointed rain screen system.
Grout can be carefully colour matched to the faience units to blend in. Normally a lime
mortar grout is used.
Joints will range from 5-10mm given the tolerances of the material.
A depth of 50mm from the back of the faience unit to the face of the substrate or
carrier frame should be allowed for our fixings. Very occasionally and depending on the
building, this might be reduced to 35-40mm. These are minimum distances, but we can
accommodate greater distance than this through special fixings if the design requires it.
Typically faience elements for cladding are 40mm thick, although this might be reduced
to 30mm depending on the design. In some cases a thinner element may be produced
providing it has sufficient ribs built into the design of the back of the unit.
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SUSTAINABLE PRODUCT
AND PRACTICE
Faience and terracotta have the benefit of

The kiln firing is one of the least “green”

being exceptionally “green” materials. In

areas in faience production. In light of this

addition to their inherent environmentally

there is continual research into developing

friendly qualities, we also work with

more efficient kilns that maximise

suppliers who exercise best practice with

efficiency.

regard to sustainability objectives.
We work with suppliers who recycle as
Clay is a 100% natural material, it is easily

much of their waste clay as possible in

extracted and requires little in the way

order to reuse it in the production process.

of intensive post-processing. In addition,

In addition waste terracotta is crushed and

terracotta and faience building materials

reused for hardcore and aggregates.

are manufactured to last a lifetime and
have superior longevity than other less

Polystyrene modelling, which is used

robust materials.

by some of our suppliers, requires less
energy to produce the models and the

Faience and terracotta have good durability

waste is 100% recyclable, reducing the

and thermal qualities, which is particularly

environmental impact of this process.

relevant in light of Part L.
Our suppliers will also typically recycle
Faience is very easy to keep clean and

old plaster moulds, which are crushed and

where necessary in situ repairs can be

used for plasterboard.

undertaken. In cases where an element has
sustained substantial damage, it can be

Terracotta and faience are inert products

removed and replaced with a new piece

and do not release any compounds into the

with relative ease.

atmosphere. They have the lowest radon
exhalation rate of all building products.

Glazes are typically created from naturally
occurring raw materials and research is
ongoing to improve and develop glazes for
maximum sustainability.
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HAND PRODUCED - KEY FACTS
•

External faience cladding, like all cladding materials must pass impact testing, which
can be done at our facility

•

Generally a minimum thickness for cladding elements will be 30mm, with 40mm
being the standard measurement. There are occasions when a thinner cladding can be
achieved if strengthening ribs are built into the design of the back of the element

•

Hand produced faience will typically have tolerances of + or – 1%, although we do work
with suppliers who can achieve better tolerance than this in certain geometry

•

Estimated joint sizes for grouted facades range between 5-10mm

•

Grout can be coloured to closely match the colour of the faience

•

Estimated joint sizes for rain screen facades range from a minimum of 5mm to as large
as required

•

The longer a piece of faience, the greater the potential for warping. Generally pieces do
not exceed 800-1000mm

•

Equally, the larger the piece in diameter, the greater potential for warping

•

Whilst pieces can be made larger, the preferred maximum size for a single unit is
around 600 x 600mm

•

The preferred maximum thickness for a single unit is 50mm

•

Typically each faience element is fixed with a minimum of 4 stainless steel fixings

•

Typically a minimum of 50mm needs to be allowed for the fixings from the back of the
faience unit to the face of the substrate or carrier frame

•

Generally the façade will have movement joints at each floor level

BOLD
BESPOKE
BOLD BEAUTIFUL BESPOKE
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THE EXTRUSION PROCESS
Unlike hand produced faience,

one of our suppliers. This enables the

extruded faience is mass produced

client to understand the process of

using a largely automated process

production from start to finish and also

resulting in a machine-made finish

highlights the versatility and equally the

and high production output. Extruded

limitations. Once the client has finalised

faience achieves a uniform look and is

their drawings the Szerelmey team begin

useful for very large areas of cladding

designing the installation methods and

in simple, regular shapes. Extrusion

suitable fixings.

facilities have colour laboratories and
are able to produce a great range of
colours, finishes and textures.

MAKING THE DIE
Once the profile shape has been agreed

The size and shape of extruded
elements can be limited in terms of
their height/depth/width by the size
and configuration of the kilns, or the
capacity of the extrusion machine.
However, generally, extruded elements
can be produced to a longer length
than hand produced faience.

by the client and supplier, a metal die
is produced. Extrusion works on clay
being pushed through the metal die, at
pressure, to produce the profile shape.
Producing the die is expensive, so the
more variation in profile shapes, the
greater the cost implications.

There is currently extensive development
going into the extrusion process and
facilities are looking at methods to
produce more complex elements.

CONCEPT AND DESIGN
As with hand produced faience, the
process begins with initial consultation
between Szerelmey and the architect/
client to discuss the concept, design,
colours and textures. We will advise on
feasibility and consult with our suppliers –
invariably we will take the client to visit

BOLD
BOLD BEAUTIFUL
BEAUTIFUL BESPOKE
BESPOKE
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CREATING THE PIECES
Each extrusion facility will vary slightly

layers, with the glaze component reacting

in their method, but they will all be very

to the heat to produce colour. However,

familiar with the type of clay they use.

in most extrusion facilities the glaze is

The clay is regularly tested for water

applied by machine, not hand.

content and therefore shrinkage, and is
carefully monitored. Before the clay is
worked it will pass through a magnet to
remove any iron tracings (this applies to
hand produced clay too). The clay will
be fed via a mechanised system into the
extrusion machine. The project-specific
die will be attached to the “mouth” of

KILN FIRING
The pieces are kiln fired, with the process
taking up to three days – generally, but
not always, kilns at extrusion facilities
are low in height (up to 140mm). This
can have implications on the size and
shape of the elements. Kilns at extrusion

the extrusion machine, and the clay will

facilities are generally tunnel kilns. The

be forced through this at pressure, to

faience units are slowly fed through the

create the profile of the elements. The

kiln from one end on a moving belt – the

pressure the clay is forced through the

temperature reaches its highest level in

die is crucial, and is closely monitored. As

the centre of the kiln.

the pieces leave the die they are cut into
lengths that are approximately 10% larger
than the finished element needs to be.

CUTTING TO SIZE
Once the pieces have been fired they

DRYING

are measured again and cut to the exact

The pieces are allowed to air dry, flat on

to be glazed then the pieces have to be

racks, in special drying areas before being

twice fired which has cost implications.

length required. If the ends are required

transferred into automated drying rooms.
The air is circulated to ensure the clay
dries evenly.

GLAZING

FIXING AND INSTALLING
Szerelmey’s specialist team custom design
the fixings and installation methods for
the external and internal faience cladding

The pieces are glazed. The “rules” of

to accommodate virtually any design.

glazing are the same as those in Hand

The team then manages and implements

Production; the glaze is applied in thin

the installation.
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EXTRUSION KEY FACTS
•

External faience cladding, like all cladding materials has to pass impact testing

•

Extruded elements are formed by an extrusion machine forcing clay through a steel die

•

Suppliers will have a large selection of standard die shapes and can also produce
custom shaped dies when required

•

In some cases external cladding thickness can be reduced to a minimum of 12mm
providing the element has supporting ribs to the back

•

Extrusion elements have a hollow core

•

Extruded faience will typically have smaller tolerances than hand produced.
The units are cut after firing so their length is generally perfect

•

Extrusion is generally installed in a rain screen system with open joints

•

Generally the fixing system used will be an aluminium sub-frame made up of
various components

•

Aluminium sub-frames cut down on the overall weight of the cladding system

•

Panel replacement in case of damage is generally straightforward and quick with a rain
screen system

•

Estimated joint sizes for rain screen facades range from a minimum of 5mm to as large
as required

•

The longer a piece of faience, the greater the potential for warping

•

Typically each faience element is fixed with a minimum of 4 points of attachment

•

Typically a minimum of 50mm from the back of the faience unit to the face of the
substrate or carrier frame needs to be allowed for
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A BIT ABOUT CLAY
Our suppliers only work with the very best clays,
and each supplier will work with the same clay
specific to them. This is important because it
means the supplier understands exactly how
that particular clay reacts.
Every supplier will have their own method and
approach to their clay. Generally the clay is used
in a powdered, pellet or “noodle” form. In this state
it is essentially a dry product. A measured amount
of water is added to this base clay along with a
mix of deflocculants, which will be specific to each
supplier and a “secret” mix. Some of our suppliers
also add “grog” at this stage. Grog is a ceramic
raw material produced by firing selected clays to
a high temperature before being ground down to
specified particle sizes. Grog is used to strengthen
the clay mix and has the benefit of improving
drying performance, reducing drying shrinkage
and improving fired abrasion resistance.
Clay will shrink during firing and this is carefully
monitored by the supplier. Each type of clay will
have a different shrinkage rate, which is why
suppliers will only use clays they are very familiar
with. Also each type of clay and the area it is
quarried from will have different properties making
it more or less suitable for specific functions.
The rate of shrinkage is factored in when the
supplier is producing moulds to ensure the final
fired element is the correct, architect-specified size.

BOLD BEAUTIFUL BESPOKE
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HAND PRODUCED
FAIENCE CHECK LIST
•

Requires specialist design, supply

EXTRUDED FAIENCE
CHECK LIST
•

Requires specialist design, supply and

and installation

installation, although less so than a

•

Takes time to develop and produce

hand produced product

•

Affords almost limitless scope

•

pieces of simple shape

for creativity
•

Can achieve any colour, many finishes

•

Is a hand produced product

•

Is bespoke and unique to each client

•

Is produced by craftsmen

•

Will not produce exact, sharp,

•

Might have slight shape variation
from piece to piece

•

•

Is machine made

•

Is generally installed as open jointed rain
screen, but can be fully grouted fixed
to substructure

•

Generally has a limited depth based on
kiln size, but can be produced in longer

Can be installed as open jointed
rain screen, fully grouted fixed to

Can achieve a range of colours and
some finishes

straight lines
•

Produces a uniform, factory-made and
mass-produced finish

and profiles
•

Is used for mass production of regular

lengths than hand produced
•

Is hard wearing and easy to clean

•

Is easy to repair and replace if necessary

unit based on viability of material

•

Is more sustainable than glass

•

Is hard wearing and easy to clean

•

Fits into the new Part L better than glass

•

Is easy to repair and replace if necessary

•

Is currently produced abroad

•

Is more sustainable than glass

•

Fits into the new Part L better than glass

•

Is produced in the UK and abroad

substructure and block work
•

Has a maximum size and length per
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MOCK UPS AND TESTING
Szerelmey has a large, secure yard and

In addition mock ups allow us to develop

offices in Vauxhall where numerous mock

and test the ultimate fixing system for

ups can be facilitated. If however we are

each job, and also enable the client to

unable to house the mock in our yard due

see and understand how the faience is

to any reason, we can construct them at

actually fixed back to the substructure.

an alternative location.

A further benefit of mock ups is allowing

Mock ups are an important step in
the development of a faience project.
They give the client an understanding

everyone to understand how the different
elements such as windows, for example,
interface together.

about how the building will look and in

Like any other external cladding material,

particular how large areas of coloured

faience has to undergo specific testing

faience will appear. This gives the client

to ensure it is fit for purpose. This

the opportunity to request alterations,

includes impact testing, to ensure the

if necessary, before the cladding is

façade can safely withstand potential

installed. This is particularly applicable

blows from BMUs, for example, vandalism,

to changes that might be requested in

accidental impact and wind blown debris.

the development of the glaze; often the

Testing can be carried out at our yard in

mock up is the first occasion the glaze

Vauxhall and is undertaken by one of our

will have been viewed outside in daylight,

UKAS accredited companies. In addition

and some glazes such as those with a

we can arrange for other types of

reflective finish might appear different

performance testing such as full weather

than expected. Mock ups facilitate

or air pressure testing, in compliance

verifying the shape and size of the panels

with architects’ and consultant engineers’

required – manufacturers will vary in their

specifications. Glazes are also subjected

ability to accommodate sizes without a

to a variety of tests including cracking

level of compromise, and this can be fully

and spalling, craze resistance and glaze

understood through the mock up.

absorption (frost resistance).
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RESTORATION
FAIENCE FOR LIFE
One of the benefits of faience is its

with as little intrusion as possible, although

longevity and low-maintenance. When

sometimes it is necessary to drill a small

minor damage does occur to faience it is

hole into the faience to enable assessment

easy to repair, or in areas of more extensive

internally using an endoscope. If problems

damage, to replace. Faience became very

arising with the faience are due to corrosion

popular in Victorian England, but some

of the historic fixings then this will need to

construction methods at that time have

be addressed first.

led to subsequent damage to the faience
facades. Szerelmey specialises in restoration
and conservation, and has worked on
many faience-clad buildings to this end.
Our restoration specialists can clean, repair,
restore and conserve all types of faience
and terracotta buildings. We will make
in situ repairs where possible, and our
suppliers will colour match replacement
units to the original. Our wealth of heritage
skills and knowledge ensures all our

PROBLEMS SEEN IN
HISTORIC FAIENCE FACADES
Some 19th century glazes, which often
contained high levels of lead, were fired at
low temperatures and have subsequently
deteriorated. Today, extensive research is
ongoing into glazes, and it is now possible
to fire at lower temperatures whilst
maintaining the integrity of the glaze.

buildings are cleaned and restored using

Another problem often seen with historic

the most sympathetic methods.

faience facades is caused by water ingress.
If water seeps into the clay body of the

SURVEYING FAIENCE

faience element from behind, it is stopped

Our specialist Restoration team will

water pressure increases, eventually the

carry out a comprehensive survey of any

glazed front of the element will split and

faience requiring restoration. Indications of

eventually spall. Similarly, water ingress

deterioration might be obvious cracking,

from behind the unit can also result in salt

spalling or crazing of the surface or

crystallization damage, which will cause

disintegration of the mortar joints. In

blistering to the surface of the faience.

historic buildings it is often what is not

Poor restoration and repair of faience is

seen behind the surface of faience that

a further cause for concern, as such, it is

can be causing the problem. Our team will

always advisable to engage with a

carefully assess the faience and the building

specialist such as ourselves.

when it reaches the glazed front. As the
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CLEANING FAIENCE
Szerelmey will always use the most sympathetic and sustainable approach to cleaning
possible, and will typically carry out a full survey first. This may involve testing small areas
of the façade with different methods.

IN SITU REPAIRS
Small repairs can be made in situ, but before any repairs can be carried out a full survey
should be undertaken. This process allows our specialists to analyse the extent of damage
and the actual specifics and composition of the faience to make an informed decision on the
correct method of repair.
The following process can be used as a generic guideline:
•

The element will be assessed and if a hollow pot (rather than tile), it may be necessary
to insert stainless steel armatures to strengthen and support the repairs.

•

The repair area will be built up using layers of lime mortar, each layer sufficiently keyed
and allowed to set before another is applied.

•

Once the lime mortar has gone off the surface is carefully ground smooth using a
selected range of abrasive pads and a colour to match the existing is applied. Normally
this would be a Keim colour.

•

Finally, a Keim glaze is applied to the surface.

REPLACEMENT OF UNITS
In cases where the faience or terracotta has been badly damaged it is necessary to remove
the element and replace with a new one. Szerelmey works with a number of specialist
suppliers who are experienced in colour matching existing units, and producing matching
units. In these cases, our restoration team will carefully remove the damaged units and
closely assess the structure behind. If any structural steelwork has suffered corrosion this will
be cleaned back to bare steel and coated with a rust inhibitor. The new units will be fixed and
installed, and all joints made good using an appropriate mortar. Faience, like any cladding
material, should be cleaned regularly to keep it at its best.
During the Victorian period architectural terracotta was typically used in a hollow pot
formation and filled with concrete or clinker. It was then used in the same way as traditional
stone masonry or brick. Szerelmey is experienced in restoring this type of terracotta.
Typically a damaged unit is carefully removed and replaced with a new, colour-matched unit
which is mechanically fixed back with stainless steel bracketry to the substructure.

BOLD BEAUTIFUL BESPOKE
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HISTORY
Faience traces back to techniques developed in
the ancient world, initially to produce decorative
objects and artefacts. In England the use of
terracotta dates to Roman times, although
little has survived. By the time of the European
Renaissance the process of producing brilliant
tin oxide pottery glazes and applying them
to ceramics before firing was in widespread
use particularly in Spain, Germany, France, the
Netherlands and Italy; the term faience comes
from the Italian town of Faenza, a centre of
production. Terracotta and its glazed counterpart,
faience, became popular as an architectural
material during Victorian Britain and within
a similar timeframe in the USA. Faience soon
overtook terracotta in popularity due to its
resistance to pollution, its versatility and the ease
with which it could be cleaned; London’s historic
underground stations are characterised by their
oxblood red tiled facades. Faience remained
popular until the 1940s and was a favourite with
architects of the Art Deco period, although
following WWII its popularity declined – until the
21st century. In recent years faience has made
a strong comeback and is fast becoming the
modern material of the new millennium, albeit one
with ancient roots.

BOLD BEAUTIFUL BESPOKE

ONE EAGLE PLACE,
PICCADILLY
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ONE EAGLE
PLACE,
PICCADILLY
CLIENT: CROWN ESTATE
ARCHITECT: ERIC PARRY ARCHITECTS
CONTRACTOR: LEND LEASE
This striking faience façade designed by Eric
Parry Architects makes a strident statement
and is set at the heart of traditional Piccadilly,
a Conservation Area noted for its historic
architecture. The entire façade from first floor
up is clad in ceramic (faience) with an expressive
faience cornice designed by the renowned
sculptor Richard Deacon. The cornice is highly
sculptural and randomly patterned in bright
colours - the creation of a truly random pattern
was just one of many complexities that had to
be resolved in the production of the pieces.
The cornice is composed of 120 handmade
sculptural pieces that create a modern take
on the traditional format. The colourful design
was applied to the faience cornice pieces
through screen-printed waterslide transfers
using a process originally used in the pottery
industry. The façade itself is clad in pristine white
faience tiles with “splashed” red tiling around
the window surrounds. Szerelmey’s specialist
team were involved from the early design
stages, through the management of the faience
production to the custom fixing and installation.
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“A STUNNING DIALOGUE BETWEEN HISTORIC AND
CONTEMPORARY ARCHITECTURE – BRILLIANT AND
UNASHAMEDLY BOLD DESIGN AT ITS BEST”

10 NEW
BURLINGTON STREET

“A CLASSIC EXAMPLE OF INNOVATIVE DESIGN
SET WITHIN A HISTORIC AREA, INCORPORATING A
CURVACEOUS GLASS ATRIUM WITH FAIENCE AND
STONE CLADDING.”
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10 NEW
BURLINGTON
STREET
CLIENT: CROWN ESTATE
ARCHITECT: ALLFORD HALL MONAGHAN MORRIS
CONTRACTOR: MACE
The Burlington Mews façade of this redevelopment of a prestigious block in
Regent Street is clad in 400 stunning, one metre tall white faience tiles. The effect is
pristine and dynamic set against the historic character of the surrounding area. The
tall, vertical tiles were fixed with a 9mm horizontal joint and 12mm vertical joint and
pointed with white grout. Faience tiles feature extensively in the interior too, with the
atrium, levels 2-6 clad in 1600 striking blue-green tiles with a scalloped profile, that
match those on the exterior in size.
Szerelmey designed an open jointed fixing system for these interior tiles, setting them
against black painted concrete, which produces an unusual grid-like effect when
viewed from a distance.
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A HOUSE
FOR ESSEX
CLIENT: LIVING ARCHITECTURE
ARCHITECT: FAT ARCHITECTURE
CONTRACTOR: ROSE BUILDERS
This extraordinary house represents a
collaboration between the charismatic,
Turner Prize winning artist Grayson Perry,
FAT Architecture and the equally forward
thinking social enterprise Living Architecture.
Given the creative forces at work in this project,
it is unsurprising that the end result is so
dynamic. The exterior of the house is entirely
clad in faience tiles, all designed by Perry,
custom-made by one of our suppliers and
installed by Szerelmey. There are 2300 units
altogether which vary in size and are either
deep green or white. The largest of the tiles are
450 x 620mm and feature a totemic-like design
of a naked woman. The smaller tiles, which
are triangular, feature a number of different
designs such as safety pins, cassettes, hearts, a
decorative J, swirls and the Essex shield. All the
tiles were individually, hand fixed onto blockwork
using stainless steel tie backs and expanding
bolts. In addition we installed faience tiles to
the complicated 2.5 metre high chimney, fixing
them to a metal substructure. The chimney alone
accounts for 90 faience units.
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“THIS BUILDING SETS A NEW DESIGN BENCHMARK
FOR DOMESTIC BUILDING – IT REPRESENTS THE
CONVERGENCE OF ART AND ARCHITECTURE IN
WORKABLE FORM.”

5-7 ST HELEN’S PLACE

“FROM A DISTANCE THIS MAGNIFICENT FAIENCE
FAÇADE HAS, MOST APPROPRIATELY, ALL THE
APPEARANCE OF GLEAMING LEATHER.”
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5-7 ST HELEN’S PLACE/
LEATHERSELLER’S HALL
CLIENT: WORSHIPFUL COMPANY OF LEATHERSELLER’S
ARCHITECT: ERIC PARRY ARCHITECTS
CONTRACTOR: BROOKFIELD MULTIPLEX
This prestigious and sensitive development forms the new residence for the Worshipful
Company of Leatherseller’s providing the historic guild with a new Livery Hall, reception
area, office space and Master’s Flat.
The site is within the Conservation Area of St Helen’s Place, which includes an 800
year old Grade I listed church. The St Helen’s Place side of the building consists of a
restored, retained façade, while the south façade comprises a long, 6 storey high new
steel and concrete construction, clad in 14,000 faience elements. This was an extremely
complex façade to facilitate with 168 different shaped faience elements including
curved pieces, column pieces, copings and soffit. Some of the faience elements are very
large, up to 800 x 300mm which presented a series of technical questions that both
the manufacturer and Szerelmey as installer, had to overcome. The lower ground floor
faience units are white, while levels 2-6 are coloured with a bespoke, mottled glaze that
has a “leather-like” look.
Szerelmey installed the precast backing structure and fixed each faience element
individually back using stainless steel fixings.
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“A STUNNING NEW RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
WITH MARKEDLY UNIQUE FAIENCE FACADES.”
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VICARAGE GATE
HOUSE
CLIENT: NORTHACRE
ARCHITECT: ERIC PARRY ARCHITECTS
CONTRACTOR: JOHN SISK & SON
Vicarage Gate House is a development of high-end, top specification flats and
apartments set in the heart of Kensington’s Cherry Tree conservation area and close to
Kensington Palace. Szerelmey facilitated the design, procurement and installation of all
three of the building’s facades, each of which are strikingly unique with bespoke faience
elements in a variety of forms and applications. On the east elevation Szerelmey have
installed intricate, bespoke faience railings to the terraced balconies.
The south elevation comprises seven individual balconies in three sizes all of which
overlook Kensington Palace Gardens. Again, the balconies are clad in ceramic
“baguette-profile” rails clad on a steel frame in much the same way as the balustrading
to the terracing on the east elevation. Continuing the faience theme, Szerelmey installed
a façade of grey and white mottled faience “tiles” adopting an open-jointed rainscreen
system on the north facade.
The tiles are positioned in an alternating “random” pattern with some recessed back
and others projecting forward. Despite the random appearance the nature of this
pattern was carefully designed. Further along the north façade to the right of the
rainscreen Szerelmey installed storey-height, polished pre-cast concrete bay window
surrounds with acid-etched, Portland coloured, precast lintels and copings above
and finally the entire perimeter boasts a beautiful dark green plinth of high-quality
Burlington slate.
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SOUTH KENSINGTON
UNDERGROUND STATION

“RECENTLY EXTENSIVELY RESTORED BY SZERELMEY,
THIS HISTORIC UNDERGROUND STATION HAS
REGAINED ITS ORIGINAL MAGNIFICENCE.”
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SOUTH
KENSINGTON
UNDERGROUND
STATION
CLIENT: TRANSPORT FOR LONDON
ARCHITECT: TRANSPORT FOR LONDON
CONTRACTOR: KN NETWORK SERVICES
London’s underground stations are for the
most part a distinctive and historic feature of
the capital, and Szerelmey are proud to have
been involved in the restoration of so many of
them. Recently the Company has worked on
South Kensington Underground replacing 1800
oxblood red faience units to the exterior façade,
and repairing many others. This has included
matching mouldings and decorative faience
pieces, as well as colour matching the pieces
to the existing.
In addition the entire façade was carefully hand
cleaned. The restoration and cleaning work at
South Kensington has returned this popular
station to its former radiance and in recognition
of this, it has recently won Highly Commended
in the 2014 Heritage Awards.
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MICHELIN HOUSE
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MICHELIN
HOUSE
CLIENT: BIBENDUM
SURVEYOR: CHARLES SKEET SMITH
CONTRACTOR: ELECTROTECH
Michelin House is one of London’s most
recognisable buildings and also one of its
most charismatic. Szerelmey have undertaken
several phases of restoration here which includes
returning the historic front façade of this iconic
building back to its original splendour.
This involved the replacement and matching
of a number of the faience elements and careful
cleaning and restoration of the metalwork.
Following on from this package, Szerelmey
began work on Phase 2, the cleaning, repair
and restoration of the remaining facades:
Sloane Avenue, Lucan Place and Ixworth Place.
The brickwork was cleaned sympathetically
using nebulous water spray cleaning and the
faience hand cleaned; in addition the metal
work and windows were overhauled and
restored. Szerelmey designed a special
scaffolding configuration that did not impede
the famous floral display in the Conrad shop
window and allowed for full public use of the
building throughout the works.
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“THE VISION OF TWO FRENCH BROTHERS
AND AN ENGINEER RESULTED IN ONE OF LONDON’S
MOST EXUBERANT FAIENCE CLAD BUILDINGS AND
IS AN EARLY EXAMPLE OF A FERRO-CONCRETE
CONSTRUCTION SYSTEM.”

GREAT PORTLAND
STREET STATION

“GREAT PORTLAND STREET STATION, WITH ITS
DISTINCTIVE WHITE FAIENCE FAÇADE, IS LISTED
AS A BUILDING OF NATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE.”
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GREAT
PORTLAND
STREET
STATION
CLIENT: TRANSPORT FOR LONDON
ARCHITECT: TRANSPORT FOR LONDON
CONTRACTOR: KN NETWORK
Great Portland Street station was part of the
world’s first underground railway line, the
Metropolitan Railway, and opened in 1863.
At that time the surrounding area was known
for selling sheet music and paintings, later it
became a centre of car sales and showrooms,
and has always had heavy footfall.
The station is a steel frame structure clad
in distinctive cream coloured faience tiles.
Szerelmey undertook a complete restoration,
repair and cleaning of the façade which included
the replacement of like-for-like faience tiles,
repointing the façade and many in situ repairs.
All the associated façade metalwork was
cleaned, restored and repaired, and cold tar
asphalt was applied to the projecting string
courses, cornices and parapet.
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CONTACT US
PROJECT ENQUIRIES
One of our team would be happy to discuss your
faience project with you. Our involvement early
in a project will invariably save the Client time
and money.

HEAD OFFICE
SZERELMEY
369 KENNINGTON LANE
VAUXHALL, LONDON, SE11 5QY
+ 44 (0) 20 7735 9995
INFO@SZERELMEY.COM

WWW.SZERELMEY.COM

WWW.SZERELMEY.COM

